Abstract-An aerofoil is a streamline body. Symmetric aerofoil (NACA 0015) is used in many applications such as in aircraft submarine fins, rotary and some fixed wings. The ultimate objective of an aerofoil is to obtain the lift necessary to keep an airplane in the air. But construction of the blade with proper angle of attack and implementation has significant effect on lift force. Insufficient lift force might cause fail of airplane flying, especially at high speed. Modern technologists use different simulation techniques to avoid costly model testing. But simulation is based on some assumption. Thus practically results are not fully authentic and have a deviation. In this work numerical and experimental investigation of NACA 0015 is studied at different angle of attack (degree) at different velocity of air by determining the forces at every two degrees from 0 0 to 18 0 . The experiment is conveyed in a low speed wind tunnel. The numerical analysis is conducted using ANSYS (combined with CFD and FLUENT FLOW). The use of the CFD technology greatly reduces the overall investment and efforts for aerofoil design. CFD method contributes to visualize the flow pattern inside aerofoil and takes less time and comparatively faster than experiment. After completing the experimental, numerical data is compared. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to find the deviation and validation of aerodynamics characteristics of NACA 0015 aerofoil for experimental and numerical method.
Introduction
An aerofoil is defined as the cross section of a body that is placed in an airstream in order to produce a useful aerodynamic force in the most efficient manner possible. It is an aerodynamic shape moves through air when applied. When it is applied as wing air is split in two streams. Among them one passes above and the other passes below the wing. The wing's upper surface is so shaped that air rushing over the top, speeds up and stretches out. This phenomenon produces a pressure reduction above the wing. Comparatively air flows in straighter line below the wing. Thus speed and air pressure remains the same for the shape [1] . Angle of attack, leading edge, trailing edge, span length, chord length, lift force, drag force and thickness all of them have to be clearly defined and be calculated from geometry of aerofoil [2] . The aerodynamics characteristic of an aerofoil is mainly depended on the flow characteristic [3] . Because a wing which is actually an aerofoil generates lift due to its characteristics shape. Lift acts on the centre of pressure at the perpendicular of relative wind flow where drag is parallel to relative wind flow which opposes the motion of aerofoil. Resultant force with X-axis at the centre of pressure is produced by the pressure difference between upper and lower surfaces. It is experimentally and theoretically noticed that asymmetrical aerofoil generates more lift than the symmetrical aerofoil. This performance will have an impact on the manoeuvrability [4] . The cross sections of wings, propeller blades, windmill blades, compressor and turbine blades in a jet engine, hydrofoils, aircraft vertical stabilizers, submarine fins, rotary and some fixed wings are examples of aerofoil [5, 6] . The basic geometry of an aerofoil is shown in Fig. 1 . Since an aerofoil is stream line body it may be symmetrical or unsymmetrical in shape characterized by its chord length (C), angle of attack (α), and span length (L) [7] . The basic forces on an aerofoil are shown in Fig. 2 . The drag force and lift force significantly depends on its geometrical shape [8] . The proper designing of the aerofoil can minimize the produced drag on the aerofoil. The lift on the aerofoil is due to negative pressure created on the upper part of aerofoil [9] . Low Reynolds number aerofoil is important in civilian, technical or military applications. This may include propellers, high-altitude vehicles, sailing aircraft, light or heavy man carrying aircraft, blades of wind turbine, and micro or unman air vehicles (MAVs) [10] . Flow control over aerofoils is primarily directed at increasing the lift and decreasing the drag produced by the aerofoil [11] . Srinivosan et al. [12] studied on an oscillating aerofoil for evaluation of turbulence models for unsteady flows. He works on NACA 0015 aerofoil by using different turbulence models. Results found experimentally have good consistency with Spalart Allmaras turbulence model for lift, drag and moment coefficient. Lianbing's et al. [13] investigated on the performance of wind turbine NACA 0012 aerofoil using FLUENT (CFD) simulation techniques. With the rapid increase in computer performance, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is possible in three dimensions at reasonably low costs. This can be employed to investigate complex dynamic three-dimensional effects [14] . Bacha et al. [15] works on prediction of drag over two-dimensional aerofoils in case of transitional flow. Chervonenko at el. [16] studied the effect of AOA on the non-stationary aerodynamic characteristics. Ramdenee et al. [17] investigated on modeling of aerodynamic flutter on a NACA 4412 aerofoil with application to wind turbine blades. Johansen [18] worked on the transition of flow from laminar to turbulent in aerofoil. Launder et al. [19] showed the numerical computation of turbulent flows. Kevadiya et al. [20] did 2D analysis and Saraf [21] of NACA 4412 aerofoil blade. By Bensiger et al. [22] CFD analysis of a bi-convex aerofoil was performed at supersonic and hypersonic speed. Turbulence models for the simulation of the flow over NACA 0012 aerofoil was evaluated by Eleni [23] . Low speed wind tunnel experiment is conducted by Şahin [24] et al. and using CFD (FLUENT) the numerical analysis was performed. A comparison was made between results obtained from experiment and numerical analysis. Study determines that, stall angle has dependency on turbulent that occur behind the aerofoil. As result, effect of the stall angle of aerofoil performance was investigated. CFD enable the engineers to see the aerodynamic effect of changing the geometry and to examine the airflow over an automobile or a particular part such as a wing or hood [25] . This work also focuses on Spalart Allmaras turbulence model for at 3× 106 Reynolds number for lift, drag force performance and stall angle. This paper is evaluated for finding the aerodynamics characteristics using CFD method. This method has contributed to visualize the flow pattern inside an aerofoil quickly than experiment. Lift and drag force is measured for the projected model of NACA 0015 at different velocity by inclined tube manometer. Lift coefficient (CL), drag coefficient (CD) and drag polar (CL/CD) is also measured and compared with experimental results.
Methodology
The experiment is conducted by an open channel wind tunnel having cross section of 0.3 m×0.3 m (aspect ratio 1) and length 0.4 m at 8.5-9.65 m/s wind velocity. The model is first prepared by casting followed by other machining process to obtain desired model. The model is placed in the open wind tunnel having an operating motor of 2800 rpm driving tunnel fan and tested. Lift and drag force are measured from balanced arm and velocity of air determined from inclined tube manometer after placing the model at an angle of attack (2 degree), which is increased after 2 degreeinterval. A model is developed by ANSYS 14.0 workbench modeler and boundary conditions are applied on the aerofoil using FLUENT. A fine mesh body of the airfoil is needed in order to model the flow field accurately. Flow for this Reynolds number can be labeled as incompressible.
Experimental Arrangement
After settling the aerofoil blade specimen (Al) in the shaper machine table, it was feed across the single point cutting tool and removes metal from specimen. For making an aerofoil blade two supporter are needed to support the aerofoil blade. It is also useful for the freely movement of clapper part inside the supporter from top and upper portion. It is very complex to make. Drill bit is feed on the work piece by holding it by bench vise. Drilling operation is done in five points on the aerofoil specimen for entering screw in four holes and one hole for pushing small shaft bar which helps to stands the aerofoil blade upon the protractor. Additional metal is also removed by using hand grinder. Filling operation is done by using flat file and fine grinding machines, sometimes in machine vise and sometimes in magnetic vice for an operating condition. Figure 3 shows some steps for fabrication of the blade. 
Theoretical Background

Lift and Drag force
The force that works normal to the body is referred as lift force. When fluid incorporates a circulatory flow about the body then lift will create as velocity above the object is increased and static pressure is reduced. The slowing of velocity beneath the body gives an increase in static pressure. Consequently, a normal or upwards lift force is created. The drag on a body is also a force as lift force but works in the direction parallel to the flow. Both of them are expressed in dimensionless terms called lift and drag coefficient. Lift force is a component of total force F perpendicular to the stream of Fcosα. So for the drag in the direction of the stream, which is Fsinα. The lift coefficient (CL) and drag coefficient (CD) is defined as mathematically by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Where, FL= Lift produced, FD= Drag produced, ρ = density of air, V = velocity of the air and A = (C×L) = area of the aerofoil. The magnitude of the coefficient differs with the angle of attack. Lift force is high at small angles of attack but drag force is low for a certain angle of attack. After that lift force decreases where drag forces increases.
Reynolds number
The Reynolds number is dimensionless number which is defined as following- (3) Where, density of air ρ= 1.17 kg/m 3 , kinematic viscosity, µ = 1.973 kg.m -1 s
, span length, L = 26 cm.
Mach number
It is defined as the ratio of the speed of the flow to that of the speed of sound. Again ratio of inertia forces in the fluid to the force resulting from compressibility is also interpreted as Mach number. Mathematically it is written as M = U/a. Pressure disturbances propagate through the air at the speed of sound given by . For the experimental set up Mach number 0.15. Thus entire range of air flow remains subsonic and incompressible.
Design Criteria
In this paper, the NACA 0015 aerofoil from the 4-digit series of NACA aerofoil is utilized. The NACA 0015 airfoil is symmetrical is nature. The first two digits '00' indicate that it has no camber. The '15' indicates that the airfoil has a 15% thickness to chord length ratio (t/c). Ordinates for the NACA 0015 aerofoil can be describe by the following formula.
(4)
The following co-efficient a0, a1, a2, a3, and a4 are determine to find the required terms. The CFD codes contain all the necessary equations to be solved. All that is needed is to define computational domain in time and space. Also this need to initialize the solution process by defining the boundary values as a common process in numerical solutions. The computer runs the solution process and solves the required unknowns for each element of fluid or more precisely, for each point in the computational grid.
Results and Discussion
Lift Coefficient and Drag Coefficient vs Angle of Attack
Lift coefficient depends on angle of attack. The experimental results obtained from our model NACA 0015 are plotted on graph. The Fig. 6 shows that lift coefficient increases with increasing angle of attack and after a certain angle of attack it is decreased and this angle is called stall angle. CL is maximum (0.197) at 12 degrees. The stall angle is caused transition from laminar to turbulence flow. Drag coefficient also depends on angle of attack. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the value drag coefficient is increased as angle of attack is increased. Drag coefficient is maximum (0.066) at 18 degrees.
Performance curve for NACA 0015
From Fig. 8 it is clearly noticed that CL/ CD is gradually increases as the value of AOA is increased. CL/CD is maximum (6.45) at 10 degrees. After these values CL/ CD ratio start decreases with the increases of angle of attack. 
Simulation with ANSYS and CFD
Problem Specification
This section shows how to simulate a NACA 0015 aerofoil at different angle of attack placed in a subsonic wind tunnel. FLUENT is used for creating an environment for simulation of this experiment. Afterwards, comparison is made for the values from the simulation and experiment. The coordinates are tabulated from which the following profile is drawn as in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . In this step the coordinates for NACA 0015 aerofoil were imported to create the geometric shape that will be used for the simulation process.
C-Mesh Domain
After generation of aerofoil profile, it is needed to create the mesh able surface to specify boundary conditions. A coordinate system is created at the tail of the aerofoil to begin C-Mesh. The computational domain is set from tailing edge to inlet and outlet 12.5L (L= Chord length) V4= =H3=R5=12.5L presented in Fig. 10 where H3=R5=12.5L presented in Fig. 11 . 
Mesh generation
The flow domain is mandatorily split into smaller subdomains in order to analyze the fluid flows. These are each mesh elements. The mesh mode is shown in Fig. 12 . After mesh analysis it is found that total nodes 15300 totals elements 15000. Mesh analysis was done by assuming relevance center is fine and smoothing is high.
Inputs and Boundary condition
Boundary conditions are a set of physical properties or conditions on surfaces of the domains. The flow simulation is defined completely by the boundary conditions. The equations relating to fluid flow can be closed (numerically) by the specification of conditions on the external boundaries of a domain. Therefore, it is prime important to establish boundary conditions to accurately imitate practical situation that would allow obtaining accurate results. In this work C-mesh is intended to use as it is the most popular mesh for simulating an aerofoil. At the inlet of the system velocity is defined at a 6 degrees angle of attack having total magnitude of one. The gauge pressure at the inlet is defined zero and at outlet the gauge pressure is assumed zero. When all pre-calculations are set, the simulation is ready to perform in ANSYS Workbench. FLUENT is used to simulate completely. The problem considers flow around the Aerospatiale an aerofoil at 0º -18º angles of attack. Some initial inputs and boundary condition for the problems which are set shown in the Table  1 and Fig. 13 . Before running the simulation it must configure the software environment according to the following checklists or in other words it classifies the job according to the physical phenomena involved.
Results of Simulation
The following figure shows the result of simulation after completing the total iteration. The analysis is visualized in the following plots.
Contours of Static Pressure
Contours of static pressure show that static pressure increases at the lower surface of the aerofoil with increasing angle of attack. 
Contours of Velocity Magnitude
Contours of velocity magnitude show that static pressure increases at the lower surface of the aerofoil with increasing angle of attack but reversely velocity magnitude increases at the upper surface. Contours of velocity components at angles of attack 0°-18° are also shown in Fig. 16 . The stagnation point at the trailing edge moves slightly forward at low AOA. At stall angle it jumps rapidly to the leading edge. Higher velocity is experienced in the upper surface compare to lower surface and increase with AOA as expected from the nature of pressure distribution. The Fig. 16(a) demonstrates that leading edge of NACA 0015 experiences higher static force than telling edge. It is clearly noticed from the Fig.  16(b) that velocity at the upper surface is increased than lower surface of the aerofoil. Low velocity at lower surface generates more lift. 
Velocity Vector and Stream Function at 6° Angle of Attack
After analysis it is found that velocity vector is 15.8 m/s for NACA 0015. The pressure distribution parallel to the stream line of the incoming flow tends to slow the velocity of the incoming flow presented in Fig. 17 and Fig 18. Pressure Coefficient vs Position of Chord Length curve at 6° angle of attack is presented in Fig. 19 . The two curves show that negative pressure at the lower surface of the aerofoil is greater than positive surface.
It is clearly observed from Fig. 20 (a) that pressure coefficient is very low experienced only at leading edge of the aerofoil due to its lower angle of attack. Fig. 20(b) shows that with increasing angle of attack, the area between positive Cp and negative Cp is increased and this high pressure coefficient generates lift on the airfoil to turn around or to fly. Further angle of attack is increased (12°), Cp is increased at the lower surface of the aerofoil greater than 6° angle of attack which shown at contours of pressure coefficient also at the area of graph shown in Fig 20(c) . 
Comparison of the Experimental and Numerical Data
Fig . 21 is the comparable curve between numerical and experimental data. In Fig. 21 it is seen that lift coefficient increases with the increases of angle of attack up to a certain limit then it decreases experimentally but numerically lift coefficient stay some nearer to the value obtained from experimentally. Drag coefficient increases with the increases of angle of attack experimentally and also numerically value of drag coefficient remains very closest. It is shown in the above figure that lift coefficient is 0.197 for NACA 0015 numerically which is very closer to the value obtained in experimentally 0.207.
Conclusions
Preparing a NACA 0015 aerofoil blade, experimental and numerical measurement of lift and drag force is performed. The experiment is compensated for NACA 0015 by an open type wind tunnel. CFD study of airfoils is performed to predict its lift and drag characteristics, visualization and surveillance of flow field pattern around the body. It shows distribution of turbulence, distribution of pressure and total pressure velocity contour around NACA 0015 aerofoil blade. Both lift and drag coefficient increases as angle of attack (degree) is increased. The drag coefficient gradually is decreased as Reynolds's number increases. But with the increase of Reynolds's number lift coefficient increases slightly and after a certain point it decrease. There is large negative pressure created on the aerofoil, which accounts for most of the lift. Pressure is maximum and velocity is zero at stagnation point. Distinct red point on the velocity contour plots characterized this zone. With positive AOA, stagnation point transfers in the direction of trailing edge on the lower surface of the aerofoil. This deviation of pressure between upper and lower surface of the airfoil principally creates significant amount of positive lift. Numerical modeling can be good practice for determining the aerofoil properties instead of costly wind tunnel model tests.
